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Geobiology/Geopathic Stress and its effect on Human and Stock health:
problems and solutions
Geobiology is a study of the influence of "earth energies" on all forms of life. The
earth is threaded with energy lines or meridians of electromagnetic energy, which
have a powerful influence on living things. Scientists have proven this invisible
energy passes through all matter, affecting every living system on the planet, in either
a negative or positive way.
All life forms are electromagnetic creatures with every cell in the living system an
electrical battery. The electrical system is reflected even more subtly as in the human
aura, which is a photographable and measurable electrical field.
Recognizing these phenomena, Geobiologist work to ensure that the area where
people live or where live stock live in is clear of "geopathic stress" or zones of energy
which conflict with, or cause harm to living organisms.
This may be termed as "energy balancing" and it addresses only those negative
aspects, which harmfully interact with the electromagnetic world around our
biomagnetic bodies. So, bodily stress is often caused by a geobiological stimulus; thus
the term “geopathic stress”.
People correctly assume that Geobiology is similar to the oriental practice of "FengShui" or Chinese geomancy and the Indian Vastu Shastra, are traditional sciences
which have based their laws on observations made over thousands of years, which
have been verified, tested and refined during centuries, by multiple applications.
Feng-Shui teaches us how to influence the development of our life, how to swim
using the power of the current, instead of struggling against its flow. However, FengShui is to be used in coordination with Geobiology that studies the underground and
the impact of its vertical energies. If your bed is located between the door and the
window, a situation forbidden by Feng-Shui, one is not to relocate it over a fault or
underground stream, since these have a destructive effect on the human body. Faults
route Gamma rays, from the Earth's mantle. Gamma rays have a strong ionizing effect
(free radicals). Underground streams cause electrostatic fields that disturb our
endocrine glands and weaken our immunization.

A partial list of geopathic stress would include sleep disorders, tingling, numbness
and or pain in arms and legs, chronic fatigue, aching and swelling, dizziness, frequent
headaches, vision problems, disorientation, memory loss, instability, stress, nausea,
inability to heal, allergies, problematic menstrual cycles, anxiety, listlessness,
resistance to medical treatment, inability to absorb vitamins and minerals, ADD,
hyperactivity, depression and a general feeling of malaise.
The Scientific Community is definitely aware of these energy zones.
Scientific statements include those from Duhlwich Health Society. Rolf Gordon, 120
Gipsy Hill, London SE191PL. Their research confirms. . . “90% of all cancers of
cervical, breast and lung are confirmed as geopathic stress. In nearly all cases of
suicide, geopathic stress was present. Suffering (was) released when geopathic
stresses were absent.
Dr. Otto Bergmann, Professor at University of Austria tested 989 people over two
years. 462,421 measurements taken in 6,942 individual tests. Blood sedimentation,
electric conductance of muscle points, blood pressure, heartbeat, breathing, skin
resistance and blood circulation were all considered. It was determined that dire
consequences resulted from continuous exposure to geopathic zones over many years.
Dr. Palle Gad, surgeon in Aahus Denmark, know for his studies of SIDS (Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome) attributed 14 of 18 deaths to cribs in located in negative
geopathic zones. Following the law of averages only 1 to 2 should have been found in
geopathic stressed places. Over 3,000 SIDS deaths occur in Britain each year. How
many occur in the United States?
Dr. Enid Worsch, professor. Notes that in 1990, of about 600 cancer cases, fewer than
5% had any connection with geopathic stress.
Dr. E. Hartmann [Hartman Lines], with over 30 years of practice, has noted that
CANCER IS A DISEASE OF LOCATION triggered off by geopathic stress. We all
produce cancerous cells on a regular basis but they are normally destroyed by our
body's immune system. Geopathic stress, on its own, does not cause cancer but
weakens the immune system.
Roger A. Rose. FIMCS, MAA, MS, a BIO-Med practitioner, of Dunstable England
says that over 50 M.E. with (Myalic Encephlomyelilis: Post Viral Fatigue Syndrome)
sufferers during three years of research were found to be geopathicly stressed. This
must be addressed before progress can be made.
Geopathic stress attacks the immune system. Spleen and thyroid are nearly always
found to be weak. Van Pohl... the "Grand Old Man" of geopathic stress estimated in
the 1920's that 8% of all locations were geopathically stressed. In light of this growing
body of information it is time we begin to address and offer solutions to the problem
of geopathic stress. We are addressing these "Negative to Human" or "Negative to
Live Stock", energy lines in an effort to make our living and working environments
safer.

One method, by far the most common, is to dowse for these negative lines on the
property and map them to show direction of flow and intersection points. These
intersection or crossing points are the most dangerous areas not only to human health
but to almost all life forms.
The energy crosses create a counter-clockwise spin, which is especially toxic to our
systems. In days past the cure was to move beds and chairs or move livestock away
from crossing points. Its never a good idea to spend a lot of time on the crossing
point.
Geobiologists who dowsed the pyramid of Giza discovered that the inside of the
pyramid was totally clean of hartman lines, around the pyramid 14 lines one next two
the other create a thick energetic wall that stops the visitor before his entrance to the
building. We are not sure about how the ancient architects pushed the lines outside the
building, but we think their tools were intent and sacred geometry.
Another grid was discovered by Curry [Curry lines], he was a meteorologist and his
research showed that the lines become three to five times wider before earthquakes.
This is probably what warn animals before natural catastrophes, so they can run away
in time.
Ancient builders of all cultures around the world knew of the global grid and they had
the knowledge of many energies circulating through the earth. They have found
various solutions to balance these energies, to move lines and place them in a way that
suited their planning.
Some solutions involved earth acupuncture, by placing rods into the ground to
intersect and bounce the energy before it could reach the house or grounds.
This required a thorough assessment along the perimeter of the property and a
blocking of all negative energies, which flow into the area. Care had to be taken to
determine where lines enter.
Devic clearing is used by some. This Devic Realm is parallel to the human realm and
is a kingdom which is hierarchical including elementals, nature spirits of various
levels. There now are also devic energies reflecting our electronic and technical
creations.
Harmonizers "Light Life Technology" are now used by many. See "field reports"
www.earthtalk.org.nz
We recommend that when you are interested in purchasing and applying this "Light
Life Technology", is that you first read one of Slim Spurling books;
"Slim Spurling's Universe" by Cal Garrison, eBook
http://www.lightlifetechnology.com/product-p/723.htm
"In the Mind of a Master" by Susan Anderson with Slim Spurling, Soft Cover
http://www.lightlifetechnology.com/product-p/728sc.htm.
Personal applications, workshops are also available, Slim Spurling has trained
Geobiologist around the world, find one you are comfortable with.

Commercial applications, it is advisable to receive support from a trained
Geobiologist for about 3 growing seasons or for a few years, having the knowledge to
enable your organization to adjust to the beneficial positive changes, each location has
its own personality, and having a series workshops with your unique projects enables
a commercial operation to be more successful.
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